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Editor’s Note
Dear Readers,

Best wishes for a  very Happy and Prosperous New Year from the team
at India Foundation. In the New Year, beginning with this issue, we renew

our commitment to bring to you well informed and thought through views
and perspectives on areas of national importance. It is our view that the

year 2014 will be a defining year for the Indian Polity. The general elections
during the year will define the kind of leadership the country will inherit

which in turn will set the direction and pace of our national journey for at
least the forseeable future . It will be our endeavor to keep researching and

building on nationally relevant themes so as to create the right kind of
national discourse in this important year. As always, we will be seeking the

support and feedback of our readers in this cause.
The focus of this issue is Sardar Patel: The Man and His Views on

Indian Nationalism. In this  we have tried to investigate the personality of
Sardar and his relationship with the larger nationalistic view in general

and the Sangh in particular. In the recent past there has been a lot of debate
as to what strand of national thinking really represents the true legacy of

the Sardar and who indeed are the legitimate inheritors of his brand of
nationalism. While this discussion is endless as there were many facets and

a wide sweep to the thinking of this great man there is no doubt that his
concept of India was definitely different from the Nehruvian view of India.

The idea in this issue is to try and place some thought provoking and well
researched pieces on the true thinking of this national giant and leave the

final view to the best judgment of our readers.
India Foundation organized two important events in the last two months.

It organized a seminar on Cultural Nationalism in Lucknow in which the
scholars from across the country covered the various dimensions of India’s

cultural and national ethos. We have made available for our interested
readers, through the India Foundation office, the complete reports and

papers that were presented at this event. During this period the Foundation
also organized an all India tour of the noted scholar Phil Goldberg. In this

issue we have tried to bring to you his concluding speech in New Delhi on
the issue of influence of Indian Philosophy on the West.

I hope you enjoy this issue and we continue to seek your valuable
suggestions and contributions on how we can cover more comprehensively

the various opportunities and challenges before the Indian nation.
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FOCUS

*Ashok Malik

Sardar: His Ownership and
Relevance to Contemporary India

t is a reflection of contemporary India that

history is often treated as politics by other

means – a rendition of contemporary politics,

in prejudices and positions, taken back in time.

This is a happy world of cynicism and excruciating

small-mindedness. Nothing is sacrosanct: no hero,

no nuance, no composite appraisal. All that seems

to matter is the sound bite of the moment, the

clever dig at the opponent across the room or

perhaps a seat away in the television studio or a

click away on Twitter. A few weeks ago, this writer

participated in a television debate related to Sardar

Vallabhbhai Patel and his place in India’s history

and national pantheon. The trigger for the debate

was of course the so-called “appropriation” of

Patel by the BJP and Narendra Modi and the

project to build a 600-foot Statue of Unity in

Gujarat as a tribute to the “Iron Man” of India.

Various points were raised in the discussion

that day. Was Patel a Congress leader the BJP and

Modi were attempting to hijack? Was every

historical character to be judged only in terms of

today’s political lines? At which point did partisan

politics become a common history? Was there a

cut-off date? Did Patel, indeed did Jawaharlal

Nehru too, belong to just an individual party and

to the Congress – or could all parties and political

persuasions claim them?

* The author is a Senior Journalist and  a Political Commentator

I Towards the end of the programme, a

Congress-leaning journalist made what he thought

what his strongest point. Modi, he said, was

adopting Sardar Patel because he was keen to

consolidate the Patel vote in Gujarat in the run up

to the 2014 Lok Sabha election. The charge left

me aghast. Quite apart from the fact that the Patel

vote – or in fact the non-Patel vote – in Gujarat

does not seem at risk for Narendra Modi, the

journalist’s astonishing and crude argument was

demeaning and insulting to the Sardar. With one

throwaway line, it sought to reduce India’s first

home minister and deputy prime minister, a

stalwart of the freedom movement and our national

narrative, to a caste leader.

Consider the implications. Is Nehru a symbol

of nothing other than Brahmin pride, Bhimrao

Ambedkar no more than a Dalit and Subhas Bose

a regional politician from Bengal? On Maulana

Abul Kalam Azad’s birthday in November, it was

noticed that the only noteworthy commemorative

advertisements released by the UPA government

came from the Ministry of Minority Affairs. The

Human Resource Development Ministry – which

encompassed the old Education Ministry that Azad

headed in the 1950s – appeared to be absent.

What is the reason for this? Simply, the

officially blessed historiography of the past 60
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years, patronised by Congress governments and

written by fellow traveller intellectuals, has

guarded the framework of “national leader” and

“national icon” only for Jawaharlal Nehru, Indira

Gandhi and their successors. As such, all of their

contemporaries have had to be reduced to bit

players, representing a caste, a community or a

province. They are denied a pan-Indian halo by

those who believe they have the copyright.

This mind-set percolates down to an

understanding of today’s politics as well. It tells

us why spokesperson after spokesperson from the

Congress sees no problem in insisting Rahul

Gandhi is a “national leader” and, say, a Naveen

Patnaik or a Modi is a “regional leader”. The

original target and the worst sufferer of these petty

games has been, of course, Sardar Patel.

On its treatment of Patel, the Congress is so

much on the defensive that it can only take

recourse to denial. Take Patel’s Bharat Ratna. It

was awarded posthumously in 1991, 41 years after

the man had died. In contrast Nehru was given the

Bharat Ratna in 1955 and Indira Gandhi in 1971

(both by governments they headed). Rajiv Gandhi

got it posthumously in 1991, just before the

conferment on Patel. This represented a strange

oversight. In the interim period, even K. Kamaraj

(posthumously in 1976) and M.G. Ramachandran

(posthumously in 1988) had been awarded the

Bharat Ratna – but not Patel.

It took P.V. Narasimha Rao’s gaovernment to

redress that wrong and name Patel for the Bharat

Ratna. Rao, of course, headed a Congress

government, and the party would want to claim

that government’s act as its own. On the other

hand, the Congress is wary of claiming Rao

himself as its own, but that’s another story.

II

Two questions flow from this. First, who owns

Patel? Does he belong to the party he was a

member of, or can parties that didn’t formally exist

when he lived, worked and died see him as their

own? Second, what do we owe Patel and why is

he worthy of remembrance to this day?

Let us begin with tackling the first of these

questions. It is true Patel belonged to the Congress,

but does this make him a Congress partisan in a

contemporary political setting? Consider an

analogy. In the late 1930s, the Congress turfed out

Subhas Bose from the organisation’s presidency

and sought to isolate him in the leadership. Bose

left, beginning a remarkable political journey. One

of its early milestones came in 1939, when he

founded the Forward Bloc. At present, the Forward

Bloc is a small left-wing party in primarily West

Bengal. Does Bose’s legacy belong only to it? Can

no modern Congress politician claim part of

Bose’s legacy, just because of 1939?

Irrespective of one’s voting preferences, it has

to be acknowledged the Congress is a great Indian

institution. Its 127-year history can be broken into

roughly three phases. The first lasted from its

founding in 1885 to about 1920. In this period it

was a collective of emerging elites of urban India,

lobbying for greater political autonomy. The

second phase began when Mahatma Gandhi made

it a genuine mass movement, committing it to a

broader nation-building project – not just political

independence but profound social reform.

This phase lasted for 40 years. It ended with
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Nehru’s death in 1964 or perhaps with the fourth

general election in 1967. Whatever date one settles

on, it marks the arrival of a post-national

movement Congress, one without the towering

leaders of the past and evoking strong reactions,

from adherents and adversaries alike, due to

immediate political factors and policy choices.

The Congress from the 1920s to the 1960s had a

near monopolistic claim on Patel or Nehru for that

matter. The Congress from the 1960s onward no

longer had that exclusive claim.

There is the argument that the BJP is trying to

snatch Patel because it has no pre-1947 stalwarts

of its own, foundational figures who suffered in

the cause of India’s independence. This is a

decidedly problematic contention. At the simplest

level, the BJP has no freedom fighters in its ranks

because the BJP did not exist before 1947. An

earlier incarnation of the Congress did. More

substantially, is it correct to say there was no Hindu

nationalist or Hindu political quotient to the

freedom struggle? To do so would be to disown

an entire strain of the pre-1947 era.

This strain was most evident in Maharashtra,

Bengal and Punjab. It can be traced back to at least

the assassination of Walter Rand, the plague

commissioner of Poona, by the Chapekar brothers

on June 22, 1897. It is worth noting that Bal

Gangadhar Tilak, part of what was then considered

the Congress right or its “Extremist” faction, met

Damodar Chapekar at Yeravada prison shortly

before the latter was hanged. While he had no role

in Rand’s murder, Tilak was moved by Damodar’s

love for his country and in fact organised

his cremation.

Does Chapekar belong to India or to the BJP?

If one goes by the contention that history must be

circumscribed by current-day politics, and that

only the Congress has a claim on Patel, then there

would the inevitable and ridiculous conclusion that

only a party of the Hindu right can extol the

Chapekar brothers. The past is too complex for

such neat boundaries. It is not without reason that

both the Akalis and the Indian left can invoke the

Ghadar Movement that so electrified Punjab a

hundred years ago.

As such, the Congress has no exclusive right

to Patel. He is as much the BJP’s to celebrate as

anybody else’s. In any case the Congress of Indira

Gandhi and after went out of its way to ignore

Patel and build its historical narrative as a

hagiography centred on one family. If Modi is now

holding up a mirror to it, can the Congress really

complain?

III

Why is Patel relevant today? There are two

reasons. One, as we look back at the process of

decolonisation in various countries and continents

in the postwar period, we need to identify reasons

for India’s relative success. Why has India

remained stable and secure – broadly speaking –

as other nations that became free at about the same

time have collapsed, broken up, become

dictatorships or seen institutional atrophy. It is here

that Patel’s keystone role becomes important.

Patel did not act alone. India was fortunate to

have the galaxy of political and social leaders it

did in 1947. No country that emerged from the

end of the imperial age was even close to being as

fortunate. Many of the other nations born in the
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1950s and 1960s had only one or two great leaders:

a banyan tree and very little that grew under it.

India was different and in terms of human talent

it was as blessed as the United States in 1776.

Each of those founding parents contributed to the

new nation that was born at Midnight. Few

contributed with the zeal, the passion and the

farsightedness of Patel.

The speed and deftness with which he got

princely state after princely state – all 550 of them

– to sign agreements and merge with the Indian

Union indicated both statesmanship and political

acumen. Instinctively, he knew he had a short

window. If these decisions were left to posterity,

to lengthened negotiation and to a series of

individual demands from different princes and

states, India was looking at balkanisation even

before it became a nation. He persuaded, he

cajoled, he nudged, he pushed, he threatened, he

used force, he bullied:  whatever it took, he got us

this India.

Admittedly, there was one princely kingdom,

one state he was not given the mandate to negotiate

with. Minus his pragmatism, we all know how that

ended. Two, Patel understood the importance of

institutional order and continuity. In keeping the

army intact and persisting with the civil service,

he took over and took into the free Indian

government’s embrace the administrative

framework of the British Raj. For an alternative

dénouement, do take a look at the chaos that

followed in Iraq after the American defeated

Saddam Hussein in 2003 and insisted on

disbanding what was a professional army as well

as rejecting rather than seeking to ally with the

civilian bureaucracy.

Practical and pragmatic, Patel represented the

best traditions of classical conservatism. He

understood the rhythms of India, that this was not

a land of upheaval and revolution but more one of

revolution by evolution. When he died in 1950,

only three years after Independence, he left India

better placed than he had found it when he entered

the Home Ministry in 1947. It was united, it had

no geographical discontinuities and it had the best

institutional systems in the underdeveloped world.

The combination of continuity, political

conservatism and pragmatism also told on how

Patel perceived India’s place in its neighbourhood,

and its security challenges. Conscious that India

was not just a continental country but a once and

forever sea power, he despatched an Indian Navy

ship to what are today the Lakshadweep islands,

just before the military mission from Karachi

could reach to plant the Pakistani flag and usurp

the archipelago. Far earlier and far more acutely

than Nehru did, he understood the importance of

an independent Tibet as a buffer between India

and China. Do all of these qualities make Patel

the finest Prime Minister India never had? Most

definitely. Yet, in many senses that is a lazy

question. The more tantalising, compelling what-

if of history is to imagine a scenario where Patel

lives 10 years longer, and the Congress splits in a

gentlemanly fashion by the early 1950s, into a

centre-left party led by the Pandit and a centre-

right party led by the Sardar. Imagine that, imagine

what may have been …
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A

FOCUS

*P. C. Dogra

*The author is a former Director General of Police, Punjab

Understanding and Decoding Sardar

ll the Indians are proud of their most

adorable hero, the greatest patriot,

pragmatist to the core, a formidably awe

inspiring and a towering personality who

commanded respect and total devotion from all

whether he was a bureaucrat, or an army General,

British or Indian or a political leader. He was a

real Sardar of our country. As such, while

discussing the distinctive attributes of his

personality, I shall not add any word of my own

and rather present before my readers the views of

his contemporaries who have been the great sons

of the soil or the research scholars.

Sh. V. Shanker, the then political secretary to

Sardar Patel has said “It was only when I came in

to closer association with Sardar that I realized

his strength and influence over his colleagues

including the Prime Minister; his lightening

decisions, his definite views, his intensely

practical outlook, his uncanny gift of sizing up

men and situations. His keen sense of strategy,

his power of anticipation and the difficulty of his

opponents in catching him on the wrong foot” and

that “psychologically, Pt. Nehru was in a sense

afraid of Sardar’s influence and position; he had

some thing of inferiority complex. When ever

Sardar disposed of his long worded arguments

cryptically, Pt. Nehru was usually non plussed and

there was a silent gap before he resumed his talk

again” He had a beautiful quote on Sardar that

“Sarojini in her own characteristic manner

described Sardar as ‘a rough diamond in an

iron casket’ Sardar was par excellence a self

made man. He owed little to others until he met

Gandhi ji. Gandhi ji was undoubtedly the

greatest single influence on his life” (1)

This is how the Princes of British India viewed

him. Maharaja of Gwalior while presenting a

portrait of him to Parliament in 1954, said “Here

is the man whom I once I hated. Here is the man

of whom I was later afraid. Here is the man whom

I admire and love”(2) President Rajinder Prasad

wrote in his diary on May 13, 1959 “That there is

to day an India to think and talk about, is very

largely due to Sardar Patel’s statesman ship and

firm administration” “yet” added Prasad “We are

apt to ignore him” “Patel is a man to remember

gratefully in good times and as a benchmark of

India’s potential when the times seem depressing

or daunting”(3)

Sh. B. Krishna, an illustrious Journalist, son

of a great patriot and a freedom fighter Late

Sh. Gauri Shanker has written in an extremely well

researched book on Sardar Patel that “In 1946, a

Jain Muni visited Patel. After a lavish praise, he

went on to suggest: ‘Sardar Sahib, you must write

India’s history.’ Patel had a hearty laugh and said,

‘We do not write history, we make history.’ He
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has given one more interesting anecdote that

showed up his mind. Sh. Krishna quotes Mahavir

Desai, a freedom fighter and a close associate of

Gandhi ji, that “Sardar revealed his true character

rather humorously when he told Gandhi in Yervada

jail in 1932 “Who has attained immortality by

reading and writing? They live forever who are

either victorious or go down fighting bravely”(4)

“On the subject of states, Mountbatten

reported to London, ‘Nehru and Gandhi are

pathological.’ He was relieved that unsentimental

Vallabh Bhai Patel had been made head of the

Deptt rather than more emotional Nehru.(5)

Alan Campbell-Johnson who was a press

attaché to Lord Mountbatten, and covered that

period vividly portrays the personality of Sardar

Patel as “Dressed in his Dhoti, Patel conjures up

the vision of a Roman Emperor in his toga. There

are in fact Roman qualities about this man—

administrative talent, capacity to take and sustain

strong decisions, and a certain serenity, which

invariably accompanies real strength of character.

Inspite of his preoccupations, Patel had a shrewd

grasp of India’s strategic position in the world

at large”(6)

“Sir Archibald Nye, Governor of Madras and

after Lord Mountbatten’s departure, United

Kingdom’s High Commissioner in New-Delhi told

Alan Campbell on 4 Feb., 1948 that he was very

impressed with Patel, who was a real leader in the

military sense.

Once decision had been taken there were no

vain regrets and the objective was whole heartedly

pursued. He also had that second gift of leadership,

the power of delegation. VP had been given the

job of organizing the States, Patel was hardly

aware of the details. In Nye’s view this was the

sign of a great man”(7)

Philip Ziegler  who was a diplomat, publisher

and a full time writer, profiling Sardar said “Sardar

Patel was the Tammany Hall boss of the Congress

Party; tough, unscrupulous, knowing, a pragmatist

concerned with the realities of power, indifferent

to abstract theorizing. Nehru and he viewed each

other with suspicion and some distaste, most of

the time, however remembering that they were

indispensable to each other. Mountbatten found

Nehru vastly the more sympathetic, but felt surer

of his ground in discussion with Patel….Once

Patel had been convinced that a certain course was

logically necessary; he would pursue it with

indifference to the ideological objections that

might be raised by others. The one man I had

regarded as a real statesman with both feet firmly

on the ground, and a man of honour whose word

was his bond”(8)

H.V.Hodson a historian, Constitutional

Adviser to Viceroy Lord Linlithgow and former

Editor of The Sunday Times had most

appropriately summed up the first impression of

Mountbatten about Pt. Nehru. “It was not long

before he (Mountbatten) recognized that ‘Nehru

had always seemed to need a stronger figure to

give him confidence, a wiser or more self assured

man whose judgment would guide or confirm his

own: in the early days it was his father, Motilal

Nehru; for most of his life it was Mahatma Gandhi;

in the cabinet and in Congress politics those crucial

days, it was Sardar Patel”(9)

It is worth noting what Sh. Rajagopalachari

said about Sardar Patel. — Historian Alex Vonn

Tunzelmann, in her book as recent as 2007 says
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“Three days after the announcement of

Rajagopalachari as the next Governor General,

Nehru wrote him a sad letter that ‘our politics have

lost all real character or moral basis and we

function as opportunists’ Rajagopalachari sent

back a telegram, admitting that he had been deeply

moved by Nehru’s words. ‘I feel you should be

the Governor General instead of me and let Sardar

Patel be the Prime Minister’(10)

Sardar Patel has generally been known as anti

communists and a capitalist himself. Just see what

a nationally and internationally respected

Communist leader M.N.Roy had said about Patel

that “had Kashmir remained with Patel, the

solution would have been reached soon after

partition” He called Patel as the master builder.

(11) What Sardar had to say on the so called pro-

capitalist leanings? “I have been accused of being

a friend of Rajas, capitalists and Zamindars. But I

claim to be a friend of labour and the poor. Since

I followed Gandhi ji, I resolved not to own

property and have none…But I can not succumb

to the prevalent fashion to pose as a leader or

attempt to gain leadership by abusing princes and

capitalists”(12)

Here was a stalwart of simple living and the

high thinking. It will put our modern day

politicians and leaders to some kind of

introspection. Mahavir ji, gives a moving account

of the simplicity and the self sacrifice of Sardar

Patel. One evening, Mahavir ji was with Sardar

Patel in the circuit house at Dehradun where he

was convalescing after a massive heart attack.

Tyagi ji seeing Mani Behn, Patel’s devoted

daughter, wearing a khadi sari with a big patch

covering a torn portion, lightheartedly remarked

“Manibehn, you are the daughter of a man who

has with in a year, established a far flung empire.

Not so was Rama’s or Krishna’s nor Ashoka’s,

Akbar’s or of the British. As the daughter of one

who is the Sardar of big Rajas and Maharajas, do

not you feel ashamed wearing such a sari? Teasing

her further, Tyagi said, ‘If you happen to go round

my town, people will take you for a beggar and

offer you some money”

“Patel burst in to laughter, enjoying the banter

humourously remarked: “The bazaar is full of

people. By the evening, she will be able to collect

a good amount of money’. Dr Sushila Nayyar

interjected to reveal the truth. ‘Tyagi, Manibehn

spends the whole day in looking after Sardar

Sahib. Then she has to find time to write her diary

and spin yarn on the Charkha. Of the yarn thus

spun, clothes are stitched for Sardar Sahib as he

does not purchase cloth from the Khadi Bhandar.

When his dhotis and kurtas are torn, Manibehn

makes her clothes out of them’ Sardar Patel again

added some humour that ‘She is a poor man’s

daughter. How can she afford to have good

clothes? Her father does not earn at all’(13)

Sardar Patel was the most hated person in

Pakistan. He would send shivers down the spine

of the political leadership of Pakistan when ever

he found it necessary to speak up. When Hindus

were being killed indiscriminately in East

Pakistan, Nehru needed a strong message to be

given to Pakistan. He left it to Patel who roared

“Either surrender territory for the rehabilitation

of the refugees or he would order military to mount

action. U.N.Dhebhar records ‘This went home and

Liaquat Ali Khan came to Delhi to negotiate a

pact—the Nehru-Liaquat Pact(14)
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One very important issue about Sardar which

need to be discussed thread bare is the charge of

being anti Muslim. I shall again quote Sh. V.

Shanker who being his political secretary worked

very closely with him. He has said “There is no

doubt that Sardar’s diluted secularism was more

popular and had more adherents than Pt. Nehru’s

absolute secularism….The fact is that Sardar did

not mean any non Hindu any harm nor did he

deliberately do any injustice to them. What he held

was and rightly so was that secularism did not

mean the abandonment of Hinduism or utter

disregard of Hindus or Hindu interests but an

objective and fair attitude to other religions and

interests of other communities. He was opposed

to obsession with Muslims or Muslim interest and

insisted on a supreme test for all namely loyalty

to the country and patriotism. He was particularly

critical of Pt. Nehru and Gandhi ji devoting

themselves mostly to voicing their feelings for the

oppressed Muslims…..and without saying

comparable to, though not necessarily

proportionate to what Hindus and Sikhs were

suffering both in India and Pakistan”(15)

Here are the views of the Muslim League

about Sardar Patel. “They felt that more harm had

been done to the cause of Muslims by Pandit to

Nehru’s contradictory behaviour and inconsistent

policies than by Sardar’s open and clear opposition

to Muslim league interests. Liaquat Ali said after

the death of Sardar that “he always meant what

he said and said what he meant”(16)

For Patel, Nation would take precedence over

every thing. He was so much devoted to Gandhi

who was like a God to him. But Still when his

conscience felt that a particular decision was in

the interest of country, he would go ahead with it

not withstanding whether it was to the liking of

Gandhi or not. He said so ‘For several years

Gandhi and I were in perfect agreement. Mostly

we agreed instinctively; but when the time for a

big decision on the question of India’s

independence came, we differed. I felt we had to

take independence there and then. We had

therefore to agree to partition. I came to this

conclusion after a great deal of heart searching

and with great deal of sorrow. But I felt that if we

did not accept partition, India would be split in to

bits and completely ruined’(17)

How Patel lived in the minds, thoughts and

aspirations of the people of India even after his

demise has been vividly portrayed in this

condolence message. When Patel died, ICS

association met on December 16, 1950 to condole

his loss. Mr Bajpai being the senior most presided.

He said “We meet here to mourn the loss and pay

tribute to the memory of a great patriot, a great

administrator and a great man. Sardar Patel was

all three—a rare combination in any historic epoch

and in any country…..”(18) Foreign Correspondent

O.M.Green wrote on his demise; There is no

obvious successor to Vallabhbahi Patel; men of

his stamp are not born every day’

Vinoba Bhave held the view that “Patel was

the accurate bowman of Gandhi’s struggle, his

disciple and his GOC. He knew no retreat. It was

due to his presence in the Govt. that people of

India could keep courage and feel secure, just as

in the time of Shivaji, the people remained brave

and unbroken due to his personality.’(19)

It is worth while reproducing the views of two

eminent journalists Ian stephens, Editor The
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statesman and Andrew Mellor, the Daily Herald

representative in Delhi who observed the events

in India between 1947 and 1949, giving their own

takes on these two great personalities, Sardar Patel

and Pt. Nehru. Stephen writes: ‘I much liked the

tough old Sardar even when in disagreement with

his views; he had always been very cordial and

frank. Five minutes with him were in my

experience fifteen with Pandit Nehru.’(20)

According to Mellor ‘The broad and heavy

features, the great head and generally unmoving,

almost unblinking gaze from eyes which were

extremely penetrating could not fail to have a

considerable effect……He gave a feeling of

aloofness, almost grimness and certainly inspired

awe. Nevertheless I know that personally he was

kind and patient…..Patel might have been a

politician at the beginning, but certainly at the end

he was a statesman of unrivalled skill, acumen

and wisdom. ….His actions showed a pattern of

unshakeable determination.(21)

I will also like to quote a stalwart and a

distinguished bureaucrat P.C.Alexander, ex.

Cabinet Secretary and a former Governor of Tamil

Nadu and Maharashtra who has said that “There

would have been no modern India as we see it

today without the crucial contributions made by

Patel to this concept in one of the most critical

periods in the country’s history.(22)

Veteran Bureaucrat, an ICS who served on the

two-man Steering Committee charged with the

settling the mechanics of Partition and later as

Defence Secretary, said “With an almost unerring

instinct he knew precisely what the right course

was, and it can be said that we have gone wrong

only where we have somehow succeeded in

persuading him against his own instinctive

view”.(23)

V P Menon said “in the tasks that lie ahead,

India would do well to remember the pregnant

words of Sardar that “it will be a folly to ignore

realities, facts take their revenge, if they are

not faced squarely and well”(24)

General Roy Butcher, British Commander in

Chief of the Indian army had this to say about

Sardar Patel “The Sardar always reminded me of

the pictures Roman emperors in history books.

There was some thing rock like in his appearance

and demeanour.” And further after discovering that

Mountbatten was wrong and Sardar right on

Hyderabad, he observed that “the Sardar’s reading

of the pulse of India was almost uncanny in its

accuracy”(25) “In Feb. 1949 Sardar said “I have

considered myself a soldier in the service of

Hindustan and I shall be a soldier to the end of

my life. May I cease to exist when I deflect from

this path of service” (26)

Industrialist late J.R.D. Tata who spoke about

Patel’s “simple good sense and logic” and a

contrast with Nehru’s mould of thought that “

While I usually came back from talks with Jawahar

Lal fired with emotional zeal but often confused

and unconvinced, meetings with Vallabhbhai were

a joy from which I returned with renewed

confidence in the future of our country”(27)

Rajaji said  “What inspiration, courage,

confidence and force incarnate Vallabhai was!

We will not see the like of him again”.

Dr. Rajinder Prasad said on his cremation

“Sardar’s body is being consumed by fire but no

fire on earth can consume his flame. We grieve

for ourselves not for him”.(28)
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Ultimately, this man of steel nerves who

sacrificed every thing in the cause of the nation,

who did not even have a house of his own left

India orphaned. Pt. Jawahar Lal gave the news to

Parliament “at 9.37 this morning, the story of his

great life ended.

It is a great story as all of us know, as the

whole of the country knows and history will record

in many pages and call him the builder and

consolidator of the new India. But to many of us

here, he will be remembered as a great captain of

our forces in the struggle of freedom and as one

who gave us sound advice in times of trouble as

well as in moments of victory, as a friend and a

colleague on whom one could invariably rely, as a

tower of strength which revived wavering hearts.(29)
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irst of all claiming the legacy of Patel. In RSS

we adore every great man born in this country

who has sacrificed and suffered for the sake

of this country selflessly in any field of activity

which has made the name of country great,

whether be it cultural, social, political or

economics or science or art.

It is only in Sangh everyday Swayamsevaks

repeat the names of all such great persons in 30-

35 shlokas call Bharat Bhakti Strotapratahs-

maranam. Everyday a Swayamsevak repeats and

remembers all these great men and all the names

are included: Gandhiji, Tilak, Sawarkar. All names

are repeated so it’s not a new thing for

Swayamsevaks: any man doing and contributing

for the good of the country is highly adored and

respected by RSS and we take him as a role model.

With regard to Gandhi ji and RSS you know

in 1934 the RSS camp was held at Vardha by the

side of Gandhi Ji’s Ashram (1934, December

Gandhiji’s Ashram in Vardha) so the tents were

put up and Swayamsevaks were doing their

activity and parade at that time. Gandhiji saw and

asked his secretary Mahadev Desai, whether this

was a military camp. Desai said no it’s a RSS camp

to which Gandhiji asked: “What is it?” Desai said

it’s a Hindu organization. Gandhiji wanted to see

the camp and was asked to join the next morning

flag hoisting at 6’o clock. Gandhiji came and

attended the flag hoisting, saluted the flag and had

* Text of the speech delivered by Suryanarayana Rao, a Senior RSS Pracharak

Claiming the Legacy of Patel

FOCUS

F
*Suryanarayan Rao

a prarthana. Then he saw a building in the camp

where all arrangements were being done by the

swyamsevaks and he asked one of the chief person

of the camp Mr. Appaji who was the Sanghchalak

“Who all are here?” He replied: “All Hindus are

here.” So he asked “Are there any untouchables

here?” He replied “All are touchable here,

everybody every one is a Hindu”. Gandhiji said

“No!No! I want to know how untouchables are

treated here”. Appa ji said “We don’t know who’s

who. We don’t ask the caste of anybody” Then he

said “I will ask”. So he called some persons and

kept on asking them. They said we all are Hindus.

But he insisted and thus came to know that there

were several people who belonged to so called

untouchable community. Then he asked them do

you sleep together, drink together, and eat together.

They said we all feel we all are Swayamsevaks,

we live together as brothers. So he said I want to

meet the chief person who is responsible for this

activity.  Gandhi ji met him and discussed this

unique experiment.

Gandhiji after independence was staying in

Bhangi colony. There was danger to his life. So

Acharya Kripalani, then President of Congress

telephoned the Sangh Karyalalya and

Swayamsevaks were sent. Twenty and more

Swayamsevaks were guarding Gandhiji’s camp.

Then muslim atrocities increased and Hindus

reacted, Swayamsevaks also reacted. So Gandhiji
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said “I want to talk to Swayamsevaks”. So one

day Swayamsevaks were called to the Bhangi

colony. More than 500 important workers of RSS

came. Gandhiji addressed them. This was

published in The Hindu on 16th September: “He

addressed a meeting of 500 workers of Delhi

branch of RSS in the bhangi colony itself.

(16th September, 1947).” Gandhiji’s speech

was reported in the The Hindu of Madras on

17th September, 1947. An extract of that is repeated

below:

Mahatma Gandhi said that he had visited RSS

camp years ago, when the founder Hedgewar was

alive. Late Shri. Jamnalal Bajaj had taken him to

the camp. He had been very well impressed by

the discipline, complete sense of untouchability

and the rare simplicity. Since then, Sangh had

grown. Mahatma Gandhi was convinced that any

organization which was inspired by high ideals of

service and self-sacrifice was bound to grow in

strength. Mahatma Gandhi observed that the

Sangh was a well organized, well disciplined body.

This is Gandhiji’s observation and now coming

to the views of Sardar Patel.

After partition, there were Muslim atrocities.

All Congressmen stayed away from Punjab.

Guruji toured Punjab and asked Swayamsevaks

to protect life of every Hindu. So Swayamsevaks

worked very hard because of that. They arranged

a transportation service called Bharat Vahan

Sanstha and camps were arranged in different parts

of Punjab for those people who were coming from

Pakistan. Guruji wherever he went he saw a great

respect for RSS. Even Congress workers, on the

request of Guruji, started accommodating all these

people who were coming from Pakistan. When

these people reached the railway station, they said

we want to go to RSS camp. So when this report

reached the Congress leaders they started thinking

that later in the elections we may not get votes

and everybody may vote RSS. They then decided

to ban the RSS and a message was sent by the PM

to the premiere of Punjab, Gopichand. He replied,

“RSS is enshrined in the hearts of the people, we

cannot ban the RSS” (The Hindu, Madras).

The speech of Sardar Patel then Deputy Prime

Minister and Home Minister at Lucknow:

“In Congress, those who are in power feel,

that by virtue of their authority they can crush the

RSS. You can’t crush an organization by using

danda. Danda is meant for thieves and dacoits.

RSS men are not thieves and dacoits. They are

great peers who serve their country”

This is what Sardar Patel had said of RSS and

appreciated RSS. Sardar Patel realized that RSS

was not created by serving a notice and situation

demanded that they should strengthen the hands

of Government and assist in maintaining peace.

You know unfortunately, on 30th January,

1948, Gandhiji was murdered. Guruji was at

Madras, addressing an allied conference in our

Mayor’s house, (in the lawn I was present for that).

Immediately after the speech was over at 6’o clock

and tea was distributed, a Swayamsevak informed

Guruji that there was an announcement on radio

that somebody had shot Gandhiji during the

evening prayer. Guruji kept the cup and never

drank that tea. Guruji said it’s a great disaster and

then he immediately went to C. Gopalachari and

sent telegrams to Nehru, Patel and Devdas Gandhi

and left for Nagpur. From Nagpur, he wrote

condolence letters to all these three people. By
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that time Nehru had announced on radio, that a

mad Hindu has murdered Gandhiji, especially

mentioning mad Hindu because people had started

attacking Muslim localities. He wanted to save

the Muslims. And then on 31st, Gandhiji’s body

was kept for all people to honor and pay respect.

On 1st February, the body was taken in a procession

in Delhi and by evening Gandhiji was cremated.

On the same night, Nehru met with a group of

people and there they decided that the whole

burden of killing of Gandhi should be shifted to

RSS and the first action they took was that night

at 1.30 A.M, when they went to Guruji’s house

and arrested him.

Next morning, the papers flashed that Guruji

has been arrested under Section 320, 120 and he

is the murderer. Next day I was the first person to

be arrested. We all were kept in police custody

and inquiries were initiated, and I was kept in the

lock-up for 8 days in central police station,

Bangalore. My father came, but he was not

allowed to meet me. From distance, he said “Be

bold. You have not done anything wrong” and went

away. I tried to see him but could not see as bars

were there. And then Defence of India Act was

there. So we all were kept in preventive detention

under Defence of India Act. Then in last week of

February Nehru spoke from Srinagar in English, I

will repeat his words. He accused RSS, and said

“I shall not give an inch of land to play this bhagwa

in this country, I shall crush this communal RSS

with all my influence at my command from within

the country and if necessary, from outside also.”

So, this was his plan.

On 25th February, Jawaharlal wrote a letter to

Sardar Patel and he mentioned that in spite of the

ban, RSS men were active and he made many

charges against the RSS. Then on 27th of February,

Patel replied. Unfortunately, I could not locate that

book. This is the 6th volume of correspondence of

Sardar Patel by Durga Das who was a famous

columnist of pre-independence days, along with

the help of Maniben Patel. The book is available

in the library. So in that book, you would find these

two letters. Patel replied, “Myself and Sanjeev

(Intelligence Chief), we are going through all the

complaints and we are dealing with this case and

RSS has nothing to do with the murder of

Gandhiji.” A clear statement by Sardar Patel and

the answer for many other things. He said we have

already arrested a small group of people who

conspired in the murder of Gandhiji. “We arrested

five people”. This is found in that book and

anybody can refer to it.

Guruji was released after six months. I don’t

want to tell you the whole story. He was in Delhi

and writing letters to Sardar Patel and Patel was

replying. You see the whole correspondence of

Guruji has been published in ‘Justice on Trial’.

You can find it on the internet. All the

correspondence is there and from there I have

taken extracts.

Sardar Patel’s letter dated 11th September

which Guruji had not received unlike the letters

from PMO; Sardar Patel’s letter had a different

tone. He wrote “No doubt that RSS did service to

the Hindu society in the areas where there was

need of help and organization. No person of

understanding could have a word of objection

regarding that. But the objectionable part arose

when they burning with revenge began attacking

Muslims. Apart from that their opposition to
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Congress created a type of unrest among the

people.” Sardar Patel again wrote “I once again,

ask you to give thought to my Jaipur and Lucknow

speeches and accept the part that I hinted/

indicated for the RSS. In this delicate hour there

is no place for party conflict and old quarrels. I

am thoroughly convinced that RSS men can carry

out their patriotic endeavor only by joining the

Congress and not by keeping a separate identity

or by opposing it. I am glad that you have been

released and with regard to restrictions imposed

upon you, I am in correspondence with the Central

Province Government.” In Nagpur, there were lots

of restrictions like no public meeting placed  on

Guruji.

Subsequently, Guruji’s reply for this on 2nd

November. Guruji was asked to leave Delhi.

Guruji didn’t leave. Guruji replied, “Keeping in

mind the delicate situation of the country and with

a view to remove animosity and for the sake of

glorious future of this country, I have instructed

all my Swayamsevak brothers to be peaceful and

I strive for the peaceful settlement. I try my utmost

to see that the Congress which is capable of

delivering goods in the political field and

represents the ruling party and RSS in the cultural

field which has achieved success in creating a

mental spirit of patriotism, brotherhood and

selflessness among the people. There is no bad

blood. There will be only everlasting mutual love.

One supplementing and complimenting the other,

both meeting in sacred confluence. I extend my

hands of cooperation but with utmost regrets I have

to say that you have chosen to ignore my best

intentions and my heart’s desire to see the

converging of both the streams, has remain

unfulfilled.” He asked for a personal interview

with Sardar which was denied.

He also pointed out in his letter that he had

came to Delhi really for getting justice. These

arbitrary decisions were unbecoming of a civilized

government which professes to uphold the

fundamental rights of the people. Now only two

courses were left open to the Home Ministry:

Either limit to only the retention of charges

mentioned in the communication of Government

of India dated 4th February, 1948 declaring RSS

an illegal body and prove these charges by

incontrovertible evidences in the court of Law or

withdraw unconditionally all baseless charges and

accusation against the RSS.  He mentioned that

he intended staying on in the capital till either of

this course was taken by the Government and if

this required him to be arrested he was happy to

go to jail. Guruji asked the General Secretary

Desai to restart the organization but inform the

local magistrates everyday when and what time

they were going to undertake what activity. So on

9th of December 1948 we in RSS started what in

the modern terms we can call Satyagrah.

The Government reacted very severely. Here

in Madras on the beach Special Malabar police

was brought and our people were beaten. Our

Swayamsevaks were seeking prarthana when they

were beaten up as they repeated Vandematram.

One person even died because of the excess blood

loss due to beating. It was then that an eminent

advocate T. R.V Shashtri wrote a letter to the editor

in the Hindu. The then Kanchiacharya asked

Shashtri to do something and it was then Shashtri

went to Patel. He said “What is this… there is no

charge you have not proved anything… then why
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the ban is not lifted”. Patel told him that RSS has

no Constitution.  So he said, ‘‘They have no

Constitution. Oh that’s all!  I will talk to them.

Allow me to meet the chief of RSS.” He was then

given permission to go and meet Guruji in Betul

(MP).  He came to meet Guruji and said that the

Goverment wanted a Constitution. Guruji said in

what way have they asked for a Constitution. We

are not a Government aided institution. You must

also know the whole British Government is being

run without a written Constitution and on

convention. Shastri said they want some pact to

show so give them something. Guruji said you are

an elderly person of my father’s age so I will

obey you.

I will give instructions. You please go to

Nagpur where at a particular place I have kept the

noting of Dr. Hedgevar of what should be the

Constitution of RSS. You can take that and draft

the Constitution on that basis. So TRV Shastri,

being a great advocate (he was the Advocate

General of Madras Presidency), drafted the final

draft. In that it is very clear that RSS has no

political motive and no person holding any post

in a political party can be given a post in RSS.

However, every individual is free to join any

political party in individual capacity. That is

mentioned in the Constitution from the days of

Dr. Hedgevar.

However, initially the Government rejected

the Constitution and then issued a statement that

because of the fundamental differences the ban

on RSS cannot be lifted. This led to a break-down

of negotiations. At this point Shastri was very

angry and had written a letter to the PM and

Deputy PM that their words cannot be relied upon.

He has mentioned that Guruji was correct and he

said that if Government is civilized there is no

other way then to lift ban on RSS and release

Guruji. He posted this on 9th of July to the Hindu

and instructed all the papers not to publish it before

30th. July. This information reached Patel through

CID and Patel wanted that this letter should not

see the light of the day because it would indict the

senior Government as unreliable people. He

immediately called D P Mishra, then home

minister of MP, with instructions to intervene.

Mishra came to Nagpur with a simple request. He

said give us some letter. Then the office dug up a

letter to the first person, one Moli Chand Sharma,

who had asked Guruji to stop this movement.

Guruji had given him a letter stating the aims and

objectives of RSS.  That letter was given to D P

Mishra and on the strength of that letter on 11th

July 1949 the Government issued orders and on

12th July 1949 at 9 PM  in the night it was

announced that ban has been lifted from RSS and

Guruji will be released in the morning. Then

Sardar Patel sent a telegram to Guruji that he is

the happiest man today because he was against

the ban. It was only on insistence of Nehru that

the RSS was banned and Patel would not have

banned the RSS because he had even asked RSS

to join Congress.

A question was also put in the Bombay

Assembly where Morarji Desai was the Home

Minister. A question was put whether lifting of

the ban on RSS was conditional. Reply was that

no condition was there. It was unconditional.

Whether any undertaking was taken he said no

undertaking was taken. It is there in Justice on

Trial. In Nagpur editor of a daily A.D. Mani asked
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Guruji the same question in a public reception to

which Guruji replied “I would have preferred to

lay down my life rather than do anything

derogatory to the great organization. There was

no compromise and no undertaking of any kind

was given to the Government”. This is Gurujis

side and the Government side. This is about Patel

and RSS.

Now the next question is whether Patel was

secular and RSS and Modis were communal. This

is their propaganda and not at all a legacy issue.

We say Patel was secular but he was a nationalist

secular. Every nationalist in this in this country is

secular because basically Hinduism is secular. It

is because this is a Hindu country in which

Muslims can stay here, Christians can stay here.

Look at Pakistan which was immediately after

partition declared an Islamic state. What is the

condition of Hindus in Pakistan, what is the

condition of Hindus in Bangladesh. Their

population was in crores now that is reduced in

lakhs in both the countries. On the other hand in

our country the minority population is growing at

a faster rate than the majority. How is this

happening! This is because Hindu society is

secular. The Hindu society is tolerant and this is

the basic model.

Patel went to Gujarat and then he went to

Somnath. He was very pained to see the

devastation and destruction of Somnath so he went

to the sea, took a handful of water and took an

oath that I will rebuild The Somnath temple. He

reported it to Gandhiji who said don’t do it from

the Government finances. Make a public trust and

on Gandhiji’s advice K.M.Munshi was made

president and a committee was formed and some

other minister was also there in committee and a

public meeting was conducted. Lots of donations

came there itself. So the planning for the re-

construction started. Next, Patel instructed PWD

department to clear the place. They came with

bulldozers and the whole area around the temple

was cleared. All the Muslim structures in the area

of Somnath temple were completely demolished.

See now unlike the Babri structure controversy

that is still going on here Patel did it in minutes

and the construction started. Unfortunately, Patel

passed away in 1950. By 1951 it was completed.

It was then Munshi who approached Dr. Rajendra

Prasad to inaugurate this function. Prasad gladly

accepted. They were all nationalist patriots, but

Nehru objected and argued that you are a President

of secular state and could not and should not do

it. So Prasad said it is my personal affair and went

about it. The then Sankaracharya of Dwarka gave

him deeksha for 40 days. You know this is most

sacred place for Hindus because it is a part of

jyotirlinga and the speech of Prasad on that day

was wonderful. He said today we feel we are

independent. This is a very highly patriotic speech

that is all available in books written by Munshi.

One is a novel named Jai Somnath and another

story of Somnath is available in Bharatiya Vidhya

Bhavan. In that the whole speech of Prasad is given

but I don’t remember all the detailed words. You

can find out and you can refer to that. Munshi

consequently arranged for water from every sea

and prominent river in the whole world. This was

arranged directly from the President’s Office to

Embassies because Nehru would not do that and

he was also the Foreign Minister. This was his

secularism against Patel’s secularism.
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When independence was given by the British,

there were 562 Indian presidencies.  Sardar Patel

requested all the states to merge with the Indian

state. Three states did not accept: Hyderabad,

Kashmir and Junagarh. In Kashmir the king was

Hindu but the majority population was Muslim.

In Hyderabad the majority population was Hindu

but the king was Muslim. So what happened!

Pakistan attacked Kashmir. Now these people

could not defend themselves unless they merged

with India. Patel sent a word to Meharchand

Mahajan who was the diwan of Kashmir. He asked

him to persuade the Maharaja to accede and he

expressly said you ask Golvalkar to mediate and

speak to him. So Meharchand conveyed the

message to Maharaja and to Guruji. A special

plane was arranged and Guruji went to Srinagar

on 17th  October 1947. The meeting took place on

18th of morning when Shri Guruji reached the

palace. Maharaja Hari Singh and his wife

Maharani Taradevi received Guruji at the entrance.

At that time Yuvraj Karan Singh, aged about 15

to 16 years, was lying on the bed with plaster, his

leg bone fractured. Shri Mahajan was also present

at the meeting.

Maharaja told Guruji that my state is

completely dependent on Pakistan because all the

roads connecting the Kashmir are from Sialkot

and Rawalpindi and the train route is also

connected to Sialkot only. Even the main airport

is at Lahore. What type of connection will I can

have with Bharat. This question Maharaja put to

Guruji. Of which Guruji replied, you are a Hindu

king, if you accede to Pakistan you and all your

Hindu subjects will have to face many difficulties

and you will always have to fight. It is true that

now there is no connection to Bharat through rail,

road or air but arrangements can be made for all

very soon. Your future and that of Jammu Kashmir

state is safe only in acceding to Bharat. All this

while, Guruji persuaded Maharaja Hari Singh.

Meharchand Mahajan also said to Maharaja that

whatever Guruji is telling you is the only right

thing to do. Acceding to Bharat is the correct way.

It seemed as Maharaja was convinced and

Maharaja said that he would seriously think about

it. In the end he presented a Kashmiri shawl to

Guruji. On returning from Srinagar, Guruji

informed Patel about his talks with Maharaja.  On

20th of October  the official letter of accession to

Bharat of J&K state reached the cabinet in Delhi.

The role of Guruji in the accession of Kahmir to

India is instrumental.

After the signing of the deed of accession,

Indian army was dispatched to fight Pakistan

troops but the problem was that the Srinagar

airport was very small and only small aircrafts

could land on it. Balraj Madhok, who was later

the first president of Jansangh, was then the

Vibhaag Pracharak of J&K. He with the

Swayamsevaks extended the airport and made it

large enough so that the planes could land and

rotate.  By the time the Indian planes started

arriving and dropping the ammunition boxes,

Pakistani troops, started attacking the airport and

the Swayamsevaks faced the bullets and protected

the airport and the ammunition from falling into

enemy hands.

It is a historical fact that Pakistan was at the

receiving end by the time Pandit Nehru declared

cease fire. This was against all military logic as

enemy while on the run was still on our territory.
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However Nehru insisted on a ceasefire. Now there

are two borders one is international border other

is the LOC. This LOC came into world only

because of Pandit Nehru’s insistence and then

Gopalswami Aiyyangar, the then home secretary,

took the case to UN Security Council and said

that we will solve the issue in one week. Guruji

had warned that not just in 7 days but even in 100

days you can’t solve it and Kashmir problem is

still there. So this is the role of Nehru, Patel and

RSS in the Kashmir issue. One wonders who was

Patel closer in his thinking on Kashmir: the RSS

or Nehru.

Now coming to the Hyderabad problem. So

in this Shyama Prasad Mukherjee explains that

the Hyderabad was under Nehru. Mukherjee was

disturbed with all the activity going on in

Hyderabad by Qasim Rizvi and the Rajakkar

movement. They were creating havoc every day.

The Hyderabad problem was becoming

complicated and serious. Mukherjee asked Sardar

Patel, why can’t you take this Department to which

Sardar replied that he could not as Nehru had kept

it under him. To this Mukherjee said I will do one

thing in today’s cabinet meeting, I will suggest to

the PM that you are full with work and why not

let Patel handle it.

At the meeting of cabinet, Mukherjee pointed

out that the Hyderabad question was getting

complicated and needed special attention. The PM

said he was already overburdened and therefore

could not be burdened with any more work. At

which point Mukherjee suggested the Sardar be

requested to handle this problem. A number of

other Ministers also supported him. Sardar who

had already been sounded on this matter expressed

his consent over this suggestion and even before

Nehru could comment on it cabinet had accepted

this suggestion and thus handling of Hyderabad

passed into the hands of Sardar Patel. Next day

immediately he ordered the police action and rest

is history. This is Sardar Patel and his secularism.

It resembles us more than it does the Congress.

Later Nehru changed. Even Pandit Nehru after

China war was over in 1963, three days before

the Republic Day Parade, the PMO telephoned

RSS office in Delhi that we have to participate in

the Republic Day Parade. This was the desire of

Pandit Nehru, so within three days more than two

thousand five hundred Swayamsevaks readied

their uniform and with enthusiasm they went.

Their photograph participating in that event is

available. Immediately as the Swayamsevaks

passed by the people started enjoying, clapping

and jumping. Congress people were upset and they

asked Pandit Nehru, how is it that you have

allowed this to happen. He said it’s a people’s war

and their contribution must be represented. Nehru

in his final years replied to the Congress on his

view about the RSS.
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akistani Muslim and non-Muslim minorities

are struggling to stay alive in a country

which is speeding towards ethno-religious

genocide. They are dying on daily basis; some in

bomb blasts and others during target killing

incidents. Tens of thousands among the minorities

are currently displaced who have lost their homes,

honor, jobs and security. The Baloch are most

vulnerable, as they are currently dealing with the

fourth military operation causing unprecedented

deaths and mass evictions. The children and

women of these minority groups are most

vulnerable to the long term damage from

disruption in education and social fabric. Those

able are fleeing the country en masse. They are

facing a crisis on the scale faced by the refugees

during the partition of India in 1947. The voices

among the intelligentsia who support the rights of

the minorities as equal citizens have been either

silenced or made irrelevant.

As the minorities have lost hope in the civilian

administration, some among them like the Shias

and Ahmadis look towards the military for

protection and justice and expect a cleanup

operation against their killers. They blame the

extremist Takfiris affiliated with Taliban, Jamat-

Pakistan Survival Kit : Lessons for the

Military and the Minorities
*Senge Hasnan Sering

P

OP-ED

*The author is the President of Institute for Gilgit Baltistan Studies, Washington DC

e-Islami, Jamiat Ulema Islam, Lashkar-e-Jhangvi

and Jundullah for their woes.

As in the past, their demands are futile. They

are misreading the nature of the relationship which

the military has developed with the religious

groups and terrorists over the past few decades.

The victims of terrorism lack awareness of the

political interests and global ambitions of the

Pakistani establishment and therefore harbor

unrealistic expectations of the military. A recent

article in Dawn connects the source of funding

and weapons for both the Pakistani and the Afghan

terrorists. While the militant groups get the real

bucks and immunity, the Shias and minorities have

to resort to the lip service and false assurances.

To their dismay, the judiciary has failed to

prosecute the arrested Shia killers, and police have

also been found complicit engineering jail-break

incidents and allowing the militants to escape and

roam free with impunity.

Although the military projects an image of

concern for the victims, the reality is a

simultaneous and continued patronage of

extremists who target both ethnic and religious

minorities. The media remains dishonest and

colludes with the military in confusing the
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Pakistanis and the international community about

the enemy they are dealing with. While covering

the identity by compartmen-talizing the

perpetrators into good and bad Taliban, the media

and some politicians are encouraging negotiations

with the terrorists which will only give them more

room to dictate national policies.

Over decades, the military has invested

millions of dollars to support these terrorists whom

they have branded as ‘our boys’. In comparison

to the minorities, the terrorists have served the

strategic interests of Pakistan and hence remain

irreplaceable. In a cost benefit equation, they are

far more useful to the Pakistani army against India

and Afghanistan to justify the socio-economic and

political inconvenience they create for the

Christians, Sufi Sunnis, Ahmadis, Baloch, Hindus

or the Shias. Military has permitted these terrorists

to establish camps and hide outs in different parts

of the country and many among them also assist

the army in their combats with secular Baloch and

Sindhis. It is almost as if the terrorists, preparing

for an imminent battle with Pakistan’s neighbors,

are using the minorities for target practice.

So far, the Army has opposed a military

operation in North Waziristan, the permanent safe

haven of the Taliban, despite pressure from the

international community. Further, the military

looks the other way as Taliban make a comeback

in Swat valley and areas adjacent to the disputed

regions of Gilgit-Baltistan and Chitral. There has

been a steady flow of the terrorists to the rugged

mountain sanctuaries of Gilgit Baltistan,

especially those who feel vulnerable in the

tribal areas.

Every day, local newspapers in Gilgit-

Baltistan report on the presence of Taliban training

camps without resultant government response. The

previous police chiefs of Gilgit-Baltistan, Sarmad

Khan and Hussain Asghar failed to initiate

operation against the Shia killers claiming a lack

of permission from Islamabad. It took the murder

of the Chinese tourists last month to finally initiate

a search operation in Gilgit-Baltistan, which has

a bitter lesson for the Shias and other minorities:

thousands of their dead ones do not equal one

dead Chinese.

There are lessons to be learnt for the military

as well. The country cannot evolve and progress

as a pluralistic democracy until the military

establishment renounces patronage of Takfiri

terrorists. It is essential for the survival of the

country to renew the social contract among

different linguistic, religious and racial

communities and ensure equal rights and security.

Courtesy- http://lubpak.com/archives 286553#sthash.jgFhtcYU.dpuf
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am a journalist and not a distinguished

academic or a retired diplomat so I will refer

from the perspective of a journalist. I am

honoured to be a speaker on this occasion.  The

most significant border area of India is

undoubtedly the North Eastern border. I would be

emphasizing upon some prime issues in my

address on the India-Myanmar border conditions

and the strategic overtures of China in the same

direction.

There are four main aspects when we are

talking about India and its eastern borders. The

first is of course the ‘Look East Policy’, trade, the

dream of the highway to Singapore and to link up

India to the prosperous economies of the South

East Asia nations. Obviously, that would include

the eastern section of the border i.e. Myanmar.

The other important aspect would be energy as

the Indian economy is spreading rapidly so is its

requirement for energy and Myanmar has the

enormous potential for Hydro-electric power. The

third and the most important issue is related to

security on the border and its implications on the

bilateral relation and strategic affairs. The

incessant flow of guns and drugs along with the

unchecked growth of insurgency is another area

Indo-Myanmar Border:

India’s Greatest  Strategic Opportunity
*Bertil Lintner

OP-ED

I
of great concern. The fourth issue is India’s

strategic interests in this area.

We have to acknowledge the fact that the

increase of Chinese influence along with the

border areas of India and Myanmar has

implications for the long term security interests

of India. It is not in India’s interest to have another

Chinese ally on its eastern border with Pakistan

already on the other. India, to me as an outsider

and I am a foreign journalist here, is not paying

attention to its eastern border at all. The North

Eastern border of Myanmar carries a great

potential for development.

First of all, the look east policy: the highway

to Singapore. Well, look at the nature of border

between India and Myanmar, it is very

mountainous. The border areas in Myanmar are

most porous and underdeveloped. The terrain

including hard mountainous area creates a lot of

problems on the Indian side of the border which

is further multiplied by the utter lack of

infrastructural development. Connectivity is a

major issue in this area. The Central assistance in

the form of funds disappears on a regular basis.

Manipur has enormous potential for tourism, trade

and development. Unfortunately it is marred by

*The author is a Swedish Journalist and a Strategic Consultant.
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the disgrace of ethnic violence. Manipur has also

witnessed drug abuse and has the highest number

of patients suffering from AIDS. Many young

people feel it is hopeless to try to live a normal

life and if they want to have a normal life, they

come here, they go to Delhi, they go to Bangalore.

Without peace and stability in Manipur forget

about the look east policy and the highway from

Singapore. The government certainly needs to pay

more attention in the development of frontier areas

of its north eastern borders.

The second factor I mentioned was Energy.

Energy is an inevitable necessity if India wants to

compete with China. India needs hydro electric

power. Myanmar has huge potential. China has

already developed a massive infrastructure of

hydro electricity and has sufficiently utilized the

river’s for power generation. Apart from the

hydroelectric power plants the Chinese have also

built two pipelines from the coast to the whole

country one for oil and one for gas. So if India

wants to touch that level, we better hurry up and

get that far.

The third factor is guns, drugs and insurgency.

If you go from Nagaland eastwards towards the

border, there is a village called Takka. It is a

domination of Nagas. This area serves to a large

number of militants from ULFA. This serious

problem stems from the insurgent regional outfits

in these areas in the forms of ULFA and PLA of

Manipur. These outfits engage 500 young soldiers

from the area itself. India and Myanmar usually

engage in joint operations against these forces.

We have to accept the fact that nothing has come

out of the joint operations. The problem multiplies

in the presence of semi porous borders of India

and Myanmar. Border control is a pre requisite in

this area. There is a full scale war going on in

three states of the North east. I call these groups

of insurgents as Non Government Armies (NGA).

NGA has a huge presence in this area. Due to the

benign neglect of Myanmar Army, there is a huge

amount of smuggling in drugs and goods which

are being traded in the black markets of Myanmar

and bordering regions of India. People call it a

black market; I would rather call it a grey market.

The route also facilitates free flow of weapon,

arms and ammunition from China to other parts

of the south East Asian nations ranging from India

to Afghanistan. The best way to solve this is not

to persuade the Myanmar army to attack them but

the solution to the stalemate is development,

empowerment and engagement at the ground level

and to undermine the social basis of insurgency.

You don’t have to spend many days in Manipur to

hear complaints regarding the Armed Forces

(Special Powers) act, the complaint is that the

Army feels that they are above the law and can do

everything that they want to do.  There is an urgent

need to establish goodwill in Manipur and the

neighbouring areas. The Union government

certainly needs to pay more attention to this side

of the border than the other side of the border.

The last issue as underlined is that of strategic

interest in the long term and the geopolitical

context. I said that Chinese influence in the areas

surrounding the north eastern regions of India and

Myanmar has been growing enormously since the
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last twenty-five years. The natural question is why

Myanmar are so important to China. For that you

just have to look at the maps. Look at the map of

India, you have a long east coast and a long west

coast which has great strategic significance and

look at the map of China, it is like the empire of

England. China has a short coastline with a huge

population. That marks a huge difference between

the geographies of India and China. Myanmar can

be the gateway to India and thereby many other

nations. For the first time China acclimatized its

export policy in accordance with its strategic

interest.  China realizes the geo-political

significance of this part of South Asia. There is a

huge income gap in Myanmar.  No goods in the

markets of Myanmar is made in Myanmar, they

are all coming from China. India need to realize

that Chinese security plan is its economic plan.

China has started working for a trade corridor

through Myanmar like the one in Karakoram

highway and Sikkim Highway. Chinese have

captured the Myanmar markets by dumping their

goods in large amounts. Goods from here are also

being transported to Laos, Cambodia and

Thailand.  It is in China’s interest to have some

kind of political control over Myanmar.

China is a big benefactor of Myanmar’s

turbulence. Two most guiding principles of

American foreign policy are democracy and

human rights. America wants to keep China at bay.

USA wants containment of China as was evident

when Hilary Clinton visited Myanmar recently and

talked about China and North Korea. China sees

Myanmar as one of the most important ally.

Chinese foreign policy ranges from isolation to

engagement in Myanmar. China has supplied radar

and military facilities to Myanmar. Unfortunately

Indian newspapers haven’t yet reported the

Chinese bases in Myanmar. China would never

allow Myanmar to drift away to America.

We need to understand and appreciate that we

need to have look east policy. This includes energy,

guns, goods and insurgency in the north eastern

sector. Central attention is equally required in this

part of the region. India has been only waiting and

waiting and doing nothing. Please pay more

attention to not only the north eastern borders but

also to the north eastern states.
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hanks for inviting me, I am humbled and

honoured to be with you. I want to thank

India Foundation for sponsoring my whole

lecture tour in India.

My book American Veda came out in US three

years ago and I have been invited to speak at many

places since then, in America and other parts of

the planet. But as soon as the book came out in

India I really wanted to come to India. I want to

let the people of India know how much your

profound and eternal “Sanatana Dharma” and the

great teachings of Rishis, Swamis and

Yogacharyas has meant to millions of people like

Influence of Indian Philosophy on the West
Lecture of Mr. Philip Goldberg(1)

15th November 2013, New Delhi

REPORT

T

me in America. And how much, over the course

of time, (about 200 years), the transmission of

those teachings primarily the Yoga and Vedanta-

Darshans, which is what was emphasised by most

of the teachers came to the west, has over the

course of the time seeped into the soul of the

American spirit, the American soul, in the minds

and hearts of the individual Americans.

Many of them don’t even know that they have

been affected by India, they don’t know that they

have been affected the way they see the World,

the way they see themselves.  They understand

their minds, their body, their spirit, their religion,

and their spirituality.

I said to myself that I have to document all

that process in American Veda, I’m beyond happy

to let the people of India know that how grateful

people like me are. How much grateful America

and the rest of the west should be, for spiritual

heritage you have given us.

That has changed America for a better place,

and I think over  time more and more people will

come to appreciate that consciously.  We  all know

that there has been an exchange between America

and India for few hundreds years now and its

obvious that what you have adopted from my part

1Philip Goldberg is on a month long lecture tour of India.

* Philip Goldberg is the author of  American Veda
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of the world, because we see  that; they are visible

(like television, cinema - the technology you

turned into Bollywood which is now popular in

America). But less visible, less oblivious are the

subtle teachings of the spirit and the mind, which

we have copied from India. It is so subtle, the

transmission, sometimes takes the form that are

powerful but almost invisible. But they have

changed overtime the disciple of Psychology in

the west, the disciple of Health Care in the west,

the way American scholars and American

individuals understand what religion might be. It

has given millions and millions Americans an

authentic and spiritual inner life. Even though they

don’t consider themselves religious in a

conventional way.

Religiosity Vs Spirituality: “We are All

Hindus now”. Four years ago on August of 2009

Newsweek published a one page essay and the

head line was “We are All Hindus Now”. The

headline came quite as a shock for lot of

Americans. What does that mean? How could that

possibly be? There is only a tiny percentage of

people of America who call themselves Hindus,

almost all people are Christian.

The first line was really shocking. It says –

“America is not a Christian nation ....” You can

imagine how this was taken by certain Americans

who not only think that America is a Christian

nation but also want every nation to be a

Christian nation. What does it mean? Does it  mean

that tens of millions of Americans would start

going to mandir which are cropping in American

cities in the  last 20 years or so? Abandon their

churches and built temples instead? All the

Americans in America will tear off crosses, replace

their statues of Jesus with Ganesha? This  did  not

mean  that America is becoming Hindu in

conventional sense of Hinduism practised in

America or else where.

What this meant - it has been written in the

next sentence – recent poll data...  (means survey

taken up by reputed scientific organisation ) shows

in conceptual way - we are slowly becoming more

like Hindus and less like religious Christians in

the ways we think about God, ourselves, each

others and eternity.” It was recognising the

profound shift in American world, the American

way of life, American way of seeing themselves,

the Universe, the Divine. The magazine recognizes

the long tradition of Sanatana Dharma teachings

and understanding of life and the universe.

I was really happy when I saw this because I

was in few years writing this book, trimming the

book from 1000 pages down to 300 pages and I

thought now that a major news magazine was

essentially validating what I was arguing in this

book. But I don’t think it went  far enough, with

all that data, all those surveys of Americans about

their attitude, spirituality and religion, and what

the trend she recognizes was just one of many. I

am going to tell that now America has changed

and I attribute it directly to the 200 years of gradual

transmission of Sanatana Dharma through a

variety of means into American life.

Religion; Belief System Vs Personal

Experience

First look at the America’s religious
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understanding, what people believe. We see

religion in the west as belief system. This was

centered around a religious dogma and doctrines

of particular faith. The faithful had to believe in

those things, which is why the people of my

generation in 1960’s abandoned the conventional

western religion. Also we did not want to be told

what to believe, especially what we were told to

believe that did not make any sense that conflicted

with the history, with the known facts of science

and logic.

So there was a big turn away from the

traditional religion of that time.Those of us who

found the Vedantic teachings, and the Yogic

teachings satisfactory, sort of spearheaded a move

away from belief oriented religion towards an

authentic experimental spirituality of the inner life.

We started to become a nation of Yogis. That is

what is reflected in the poll data .You ask an

American what is more important - what’s you

believe in or what is in your inner experience,

More and more Americans will say “my own

religious experience”.

Religion:  Institutionalisation Vs Individual

Identification

Similarly there is a shift away from people’s

primary spiritual identification being  the tribe they

belong to the institution which they are the

members of. There is big de-institutionalisation

especially (of America) in a more personal

independent self, sense of responsibility for one’s

own personal spiritual development that is based

on freedom of choice. A very Vedantic notion that

there are many paths for the individual to choose

and sort out the right teachings and right pathways

that work best for them.

From the time Swami Vivekananda introduced

to the west the four primary paths of Yoga, and

those ideas spread that notion that ‘there are

different paths for different peoples” has seeped

into the American understanding.

Religion; “Truth is one and the wise call it

by many names”.

The next one is terribly important; this is the

one that prompted the Newsweek article.

Americans traditionally were sort of religious

people who believed that “their way is the one

true way”. And we all know that they try to impose

that one to the rest of the World. They were arguing

with each other, the “Catholics thought their

Christianity was one true way”, “the Protestants

their Christianity was one true way”, and

“Christianity and Jesus was the one true way”.

Everybody else was backward and primitive and

well you know.

That has changed and that has changed

radically. There is a poll data asking people what

they thought for other traditions, whether they can

achieve spiritual realisation, salvation or whatever

language they use – the more than 70% of the

Americans says “YES”. This is a huge shift

towards a pluralism that India gave to the world.

In The Rig-Veda “Truth is one and the wise call

by many names “.This is what Swamiji

(Vivekananda) introduced in Chicago in 1893 in

the very first lecture. The people eagerly heard

that message, that was not the message what the

organisers thought (should come out of the
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Parliament of Religion) This is the little known

fact that in the Parliament of The World Religion,

were not prepared for Vivekananda to be super

star, they thought that he and the people of other

faiths were there  just  to demonstrate their

inferiority and every body would come away

realising that the Protestant way was the true

religion. However, Vivekananda became the super

star. This did not go well with certain people.

What he introduced then has prevailed now.

For him and for other swamis and gurus who came

to America, and the brilliant American and

European thinkers absorbed that ideas and

translated and incorporated them in their own

discipline and their own expertise. They

transmitted these teachings to the rest of the

America, and open minded practical Americans

saw, evaluated and adopted, and here we are today.

In American religion there was also a sharp divide

between Human beings and Divine. God deity was

out there some where (as shown in Micalangilo’s

paintings), working down on everybody - judging

us, that was the kind of religion that people of my

generation said – No I am sorry we don’t buy it.

That was the prevailing view - the dualistic world

of separatism between the human and the divine.

Religion: “Who are we?” -Sinner or

Divine?

The worth of the message of Vedant - “the

divine has transcended and eminent and within

us”. This was so welcome to many people (that

kind of non dualism) who did not think the way

conventional spiritual American used to believe.

America was kind to become a type of a Vedant

nation in their outlook to the world. And finally

that has changed the way the Americans

understand “Who we are”.

This is an extremely welcome message

especially when it is told to you, that you can

practice yoga and you can turn inside with

meditations and yogic methods, and experience

that, that you do not have to take on faith, you can

experience your own inner divinity with it. That

is transformative especially in my generation. Not

just the idea that we are “Satchidananda”, the

experience and the potential to experience with

the yogic methods, radically transformed America.

There are millions of Americans who never

heard the phrase “Tatvmasi” or even the English

translation of it, they have never heard

Satchidananda, still they have gotten the message

the deep inside in their own inner nature they are

“Infinite”, that they are divine and they are one

and essentially one with  what you think of rest of

the divine. All that has changed American’s

orientation towards spirituality - the way

Americans live their life. For the secular

Americans those who don’t think themselves

spiritual, they just want to improve their lives, they

are happier, more fulfilled, satisfied, open and

loving and all the good things of life, have

discovered the same ideas and same teachings, and

it has changed them.

You all know that ...the decades from now,

about hippies going to gurus, ashrams, going to

Rishikesh, Himalaya centers of yoga, but you may

not know the degrees which that the teachings have

entered the main steam of the ordinary life in the
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west and degrees to which the methods of yoga

and the ideas of the Vedanta have become the

acceptable part of the landscape of the American

ideas and thinking, and have dominated them.

“Namaste! That is a Hindu term, that means

“The divinity within me salutes the divinity within

you.” The fact simply means that I recognise my

body has some God in it and similarly your body

has some god in it like my body has some god in

me. We have to learn to respect one another. We

have been mistreating one another much

too long....”

I showed that because he is not just teaching

another word, he is giving them a deep new

theology. This takes place in deep South of

America, you realised what that suggest. That is

the state of Georgia, smaller city of Georgia. In

an African – American church where traditionally

God is said to be a person out there, Jesus is the

person who is going to save them if they behave

themselves, otherwise they go to hell. Now they

are hearing a different message, they are hearing

about the word “Divine”, and there are

implications there. He is in a place where there

was a great deal of violence; don’t know what to

do with it. May be if people understood just the

simple notion of what “Namaste” means they will

change. They might treat each another differently.

This has huge potential.

The transmission of Knowledge/ Teachings;

The Teachers and the Yogis-

Having said that, I will give a bit of a history

that I recount in American Veda, just an overview.

The teachings came to us through a variety of

means. First Books, Translations, and then with

the appearance of Vivekananda, the people who

lived and represented the idea of Sanatana

Dharma, Gurus, Swamis and so forth. It began with

him in 1893, as you all know that story, I add one

thing to that story you may not be completely

aware of. Here you have Ramakrishna Mission

and Mutt, what he established in America was

called “Vedanta society”. He started centres in a

few cities and then after his passing, the swamis

from Dakshineshwar were regularly sent to

America to run the Vedanta centres there. We have

had over the course of 100 years, major cities

graced by the presence of swamis of the

Ramakrishna order. They became the mentors to

some of the most important American thinkers and

intellectuals and orders of 20th century, who in turn

were able to transmit in English and appreciate

the ideas of Vedanta, whether in church, on

television and novels and so forth. This is in the

history of American thinking and spirituality.

In 1920 Paramhans Yoganand came to

America, the first of the great teachers to make

America their home. The place where I now live

in Los Angeles is called the Banares of America.

If you come to California come to Southern

California and make a pilgrimage to Yoganand’s

properties, I say it is the best real estate of any

guru who came here, the beautiful locations are

worth visiting. His teaching centres where, self

realisation fellowship had a huge impact on

millions and millions of Americans, and still do.

His memoirs and Autobiography of Paramhans

Yoganand has probably been the most important
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single book in the translation of the teachings from

India. It is actually remarkable.

In American Veda I talk about all the major

Gurus, Swamis and Yogacharya who came and

worked on different angles of Sanatana dharma.

The Maharshis;

In the 1960’s and seventies there was sudden

explosion of the interest in Vedanta. People like

me, we were young and we were the students of

the wave of gurus who had a big impact on

America at that time. Since their passing off they

left their legacy in the hands of Americans trained

in their centres, ashrams throughout the country.

Their legacy continues in many ways and continue

to spread. Apart from these, there are great sages

and rishis who never came to America, never left

India like Raman Maharshi and Maharshi

Aurbindo. They never came to America. They

were from 1950’s but they are better known now

in America then in their life time. Their writings,

their followers carry the legacy is really

tremendous. Maharshi Ramana’s phase (after

Paramhans) was most recognise phase of a yogi

in the west right now. Mata Amritamayi and

Sri Sri Ravishankar are two of the most popular

of the gurus in the America now. When the book

came out in India we changed the cover from blue

to Sanyasi colour.

Impact on American Thinkers;

It was not only gurus but the translations of

their books in the early nineteenth century by

Emerson and Henry David Thoreau. These two

great thinkers were influential; in mid nineteenth

centuries, may be more influential now, because

every student reads Emerson and Thoreau.

Emerson is considered America’s first great

philosopher. Americans call him America’s Plato.

I call him Americas Shankaracharya because you

read him you see him as an enlightened

philosopher. It is not a coincidence he was reading

books about Hinduism, Buddhism translations of

Gita as a boy. By the time he matured he came to

be known as an independent spiritual thinker who

revolu-tionised in many ways the way Americans

think. So did Thoreau who writes about reading

the Gita every morning and how important it was

to his own life. He did even call himself a Yogi,

100 years before there were Yoga studios down

the road where he lived. The trend continues. We

don’t have time to include them all but, I will tell

about Swami Prabodhnanada who ran the Vedanta

society for many years, he is sitting with Aldoux

Huxley one of the great thinkers of the west of

the twentieth century and with Christopher

Isherwood, the great novelist who was guided by

Prabodhanand to read “the life of Ramakrishna”

and teamed with Prabodhnand to more elegant

translation of Gita and the Yogsutras and

Shankarcharya’s teachings. And it was the people

of my generation there was the first explosion to

their books. So this teaming of Western

intellectuals and Vedanta Swamis had a huge

impact.

The person who wrote the foreword to my

book Houston Smith, the most important scholar

of comparative religion, probably in American

history we have known in the last 50 or 100 years.

When he was a young scholar he met a Vedanta
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Swami in the city of St Louis and that changed

the way he understood this field of comparative

religion. He wrote the most important text book

on religion in our time. If you read it you will find

it is the Vedanta way of understanding of all the

world religions. Many students were lucky enough

to have that book assigned to them (instead of the

erroneous kind of understanding of the eastern

religion that was common in other text books).

We have come away as great beneficiaries of this

transmission.

It also came through other means, in addition

to the scientists, psychologist and novelist poet

like TS Elliott and other writers who transmitted

this ideas in their literary works, Scientists like

Schrödinger Openhammer Hershberger,

psychologist like Mass; Lou Lois James and all

these people’s work was affected by Vedanta and

yogic teachings of Sanatana Dharma.

Re-interpretation of the World Religions:

It has also influenced the American’s religious

leaders conventional, well they are now non-

conventional mainstream Christian and Jews

religious leaders who were open minded  enough

to learn from Hindu and Buddhist Dharma to re-

evaluate and reanalyse and reconsider their own

traditions. This is a huge development in the

western religions. Now as a result of that and many

millions of Christians in America and more

percentage wise students who can now see their

own religion in a different way. Not as a dogma

that has to be the belief to go to hell, but as

teachings that may  have some values if they are

accompanied by an inward contemplative life, that

has been suppressed by western religion,  that have

been revived by Hindu and Buddhist teachers

influence. Now revived by the examples of

Hinduism and Buddhism teachers who have

influenced American religious leaders, this is a

huge phenomenon. Millions of young people are

reconsidering who Jesus was, because Gurus like

Yoganand have taught them a different way of

understanding. Lots of young Christians over time

turned away from Christianity because they could

not deal with the dogma, hypocrisies. They have

nice feelings about Jesus. He was a great teacher,

and when they hear from Gurus and Swamis that

may be they can look into Jesus in a different way

not as a judge of mankind but as Sadguru, or their

Ishtdevta, They have changed their own way of

practising their own religion. This has become

much more common than you and other

people think.

Ravishankar and Beatles :

I also want to single out one means of

transmission, far more important then you may

realise at first place. Ravishankar, the great

musician, came to the west and introduced Indian

Classical music. At first it became popular

amongst classical music fans, jazz fans. Then,

when young Rock & Roll musicians, especially

George Harrison of Beatles discovered Indian

music and when George became Ravishankar’s

student of Sitar, it was a world changing moment,

the meeting of East and West. I don’t know

whether you realise how popular Beatles were in

1960s, they were the most famous people in the

world, millions of youngsters used to do what

Beatles did.
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And when George left the other Beatles for

his love of India and India’s spiritual tradition, he

became the proponent of Hindu Dharma for the

rest of his life, spending time with Ravishankar,

reading Vivekananda’s books. Then when he and

the Beatles, in 1967, met Maharshi Mahesh Yogi

and learned his transcended meditation practice.

Overnight, everybody in the world knew that there

is something called mantra and its notations, and

anyone can do it. Suddenly it became known to

the rest of the world that India is not a backward

place, but the store house of spiritual wisdom that

is relevant to our lives.

In the beginning of mainstreaming of Sanatan

Dharma, its philosophy, way of life, and Yogic

practices, as something that is practical and

relevant to modern life. Not just something that

ascetics and, the caves could do. Suddenly the

most famous musician in the world was going to

the ashram in Hrishikesh and every news paper

and magazine paid attention. As a result millions

of young people like me took up meditation and

Yoga practices. Our lives changed, we became

different, we became better, we became nicer, we

became calmer, and we became more alert. We

became more human. The parents, professors and

people took notice, they said that young people

are meditating instead of taking drugs and

dropping out of schools. Something is going on

here. What is it?

The beginning of scientific research in the

laboratories of America was the beginning of the

mainstreaming of the entire Yogic repertoire as

treatment to health care, treatment to mental health

programmes. I think some day the world will

appreciate this moment, when old and new, east

and west, the inner and the outer, scientific and

the spiritual came together. It was around late

sixties, when hippies and rock musicians turned

to the east for guidance and inspiration and science

took notice.

I was the subject of one of the experiments. I

was living in Cambridge, Massachusetts. I had

taken up meditation practice. People said that they

are looking for volunteers for the studies at

Harvard Medical School, so I volunteered. I sat

in a cubicle, BP cuff on, electrodes coming out of

my head, connected to a skin response meter. All

that technology seems very primitive now when

sophisticated brain imaging is coming to the

people who meditate. That analysis was published;

it got published in major scientific journals, picked

up by the main stream press, and the next thing

was many new experiments. To me, this is great

revolution.

So the practices like mantra meditations went

from something young hippies were doing, to

doctors who within five or six years started

recommending it to the patients. It went from rock

musicians saying ‘I meditate’ to Clint Eastwood

going on national television saying that I meditate.

Now people like Oprah Winfrey are doing it and

you can’t get more news fame than Oprah Winfrey.

That is how the teachings are infiltrated in the hard

and mainstream life.

I got a mail from my health care provider few

days back before I left for India recommending

that I should learn to meditate for stress relief.
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They are 45 years too late as far as I am concerned

but  this is another development  in the transmission

of the great wisdom of Sanatan Dharma

It keeps taking different forms. Now “Hath

Yoga” is a dominant form of teaching. With every

new form and concept adapting to American life,

there is new audience for the teachings. There are

20 billion people going to Yoga classes. Most of

them are doing it for their health or to look better.

They do not have any idea of the complete depth

of what yoga really is. They just do it as a form

of exercise.

There is a danger in the west when it comes

to identifying yoga only as a form of physical

exercise. On the other hand, people come to yoga

classes because they want to feel better, reduce

their stress and learn something. There is more to

it. They go to intense class, take up meditation

practice, they will pick up copies of Upanishad and

Gita, and they become transformed human beings

that are what I call Nation of Yogis. This is what

America is becoming.

Vedanta and Yoga came to us because gurus

were smart enough to tell us  that Vedanta holds

up to reasons and logic, yoga holds up to evidence

and practical experience, that is what they

emphasised. They knew more exotic looking

forms of the Hindu Dharma, but people would not

understand them. They will think of them as

strange and weird, so they kept those yagya and

pujas murtis to very few people. But now it is

changing. Keertans is so popular in America. 40

years ago the only people who did kirtanas were

ISCON people, and most Americans thought they

were weird and tried to avoid them. Now Krishna

Mahamantra and all the other expressions of

Kirtansa are so popular. There are Kirtan festivals,

and young Americans go to them. There are

Kirtans artists. 30 years ago you would have found

5 or 10 people doing kirtanasa. Now they sell out

concerts, malls, auditoriums. The use of Bhakti

aspect of the traditions is used in American

spiritual life in a big way. With the advent of

prominent Indian immigrants, first, second, third

generations of Americans of Indian descent, Hindu

temples are cropping up in the country sides.

Young Indians are going to schools with

Christians, Muslims, Jews. There is an

appreciation for other aspects of Dharma. You

started to see old American yogis like me and

young students going for yoga. Students are going

to temples, especially to celebrate Diwali,

Shivratri in very respectful manner, with the

understanding of the vastness of the Hindu dharma

in a new way, in a new form. I have no idea what

the future is going to bring but the trump line is

obvious, that this sort of American tendency to

take something that works and something that has

some values and assimilating it into their own way

of life, will continue the transmission of Sanatan

dharma, even if it is coming in the form of hip

hop music. I will recommend that you just Google

‘MC’, he is a young hip hop artist. He is telling

Puranas in modern hip hop rap music. It is just

another expression.

America is like a laboratory for the rest of the

world. One thing we do well is create new things,

create new ideas, and see the potential in new ideas
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new products from other parts of the world. We

take them like we took pizzas from Italy and make

them our own and circulate them around the world

like Dominos Unfortunately, that is what happens.

I look upon this transmission as one great

American experiment  that has shown that these

ancient teachings of yogis and rishis are not to be

relegated to the museums or libraries, where

scholars can study Sanskrit and say this one is

Hindu reasoning. These are living teachings

which are relevant now for our lives, to make our

lives better. We found that to be true in America,

and to me, Sanatana Dharma is not old fashioned

or obsolete like few laws of physics, They are

eternal teachings. They do not become obsolete.

They just find new expression.

That’s up to us to continue making teachings

available and known to people here, in America

and to the rest of the world. There is something

of tremendous value in Sanatana Dharma and the

practices of yoga. I think the importance of these

can not be underestimated.

Conclusion-

I am going to conclude, the way I have

concluded my book by quoting eminent British

historian Arnold Toynbee, (those you have already

heard this bear with me). He said in 1969 – “It is

already becoming clear that the chapter which has

a western beginning will have to have an Indian

ending. If it is not true, then it will end up in the

self destruction of the Universe.

At this supremely dangerous moment in the

human history, the only way of salvation for man

kind is the Indian way”. (Here we have Arjun in

spirit who can make it possible for the human race

to group together into a single family ... and ... this

is the only alternative to destroying ourselves.” ).

That message was as relevant now as what it

was in 1969. And I have the belief and experience of

it in two weeks because I have been treated so well

in India. If everybody in the world treats everybody

else the way you have treated me with such respect

and dignity, the world will be a better place.

I thank you for having me and “Namaste”.
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fter New Delhi and Bangalore, the third

edition of National Seminar on Cultural

Nationalism was organized in Lucknow on

17th and 18th of October. Academics, researchers

and students presented papers on the subject of

“Cultural Nationalism: The Indian Perspective”.

The seminar began on a high note with

Professor R.K Mishra introducing the subject to

the audience and the participants. He noted that

we are “nation” and our source of nationalism is

always within. He also observed that nationhood

National Seminar on

Cultural Nationalism : The Indian Perspective

17th-18th October 2013, Lucknow

A

REPORT

is rooted in spiritual heritage and culture of India

itself.

After the introduction of the subject of the

seminar, the first keynote address was delivered

by Professor Chandrakala Padia. She said that

Cultural Nationalism is a much contested subject.

She opined that Cultural Nationalism is that form

of nationalism which believes nation is inherent

in that group of people who are identified with it.

She also maintained that Cultural Nationalism is

a distinct phenomenon and is prominently
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different from territorial and political nationalism.

The address also made a reference to nation being

a quasi natural institution. She laid particular

emphasis on the fact that Sanatan Dharma is

synonymous to the idea of Nation in India.

The first technical session was chaired by Dr.

Neerja Gupta. Mr. Brahmadatta Avasthi made a

comprehensive presentation on the forms and

nature of territorial nationalism and its relationship

and contribution in the development of the idea

of Cultural Nationalism in India. The next speaker

of the session was Dr. Satish Kumar Singh who

in his exhaustive presentation spoke about the

philosophical parlances of Cultural Nationalism.

Dr Upasana Singh from Kanpur University spoke

on the type of nationalism evolved by great

freedom fighter and an ardent nation builder Shri

Aurobindo. The last presenter of the session was

Dr. Neeraj Kumar Singh who dealt with the topic

of Cultural Nationalism during the Gupta dynasty.

The chair succinctly summed up the entire session

with the active participation of the audiences in

the hall in form of substantive interjections and

submissions.

The second technical session was chaired by

Dr SP Singh. Dr. Neerja made a presentation on

the topic of “Ethnicity in Indian Diaspora and

Advantage India”. Her paper listed out various

advantages of having such a huge diaspora

worldwide. The second presentation was made by

Ms. Mayanka Singh on the topic “Modernity,

Globalization and Nationalism”.  The last speaker

of the session was Mr. Shashikant who spoke on

the Indian vision of the idea of nation.  Like the

first session, the participation from the audience

was admirable at the end of this session too.

Professor OP Kohli gave his valuable inputs

regarding Indian Diaspora at the culmination of

this session.

The third technical session was chaired by Dr.

Satish Kumar Singh. Dr Vijay Karan made an

impressive debut presentation of this session on

the topic of “Sanskrit literature and National

renaissance”. His anecdotal evidences from

ancient scriptures like Rig Veda and Abhigyan

Shakuntlam were noteworthy. The next presenter

of the session was Dr. JK Asthana who spoke on

the idea of Indian Nationalism and the advent of

Globalization. The next speaker was Mr. Vimal

Nayan Pandey who spoke on Globalization and

changing dimensions of Cultural Nationalism. Mr.

Guru Prakash from University of Delhi spoke on

Nationalism and the socially deprived wherein he

made special references to saints and religious

leaders who came from the most backward

sections of the society.

The last paper of the day was presented by

Dr. Vidya Prakash Dixit on the Nature and Concept

of Cultural Nationalism.

The second day of the seminar started with

an information loaded keynote address by

Professor Shriprakash Mani Tripathy. He made

special references to the relevance of the idea of

nation for the purpose of nation building and

infusing ethics in polity. He also remembered the

significant contributions of great leaders like Sri

Aurobindo Ghose, Swami Vivekananda and Sh.

Bankimchandra Chatterjee.  Professor Ashwini
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Mohapatra presided over first session on the

second day of the seminar.

The fourth technical session of the seminar

was chaired by Dr. Brijendra Pandey. The first

speaker of the session was Professor AP Tewary

whose presentation was on the topic of Swadeshi

and Nationalism. He advocated the idea of

imbibing the ideals of Swadeshi in Politics,

Economy and matters of day to day governance.

The next presenter was Dr. Ritu Kohli who spoke

on the topic of “Cultural Nationalism in the Indian

Perspective”. Mr. Nilay Tiwary made the next

presentation on the idea of Ramrashtra. The last

presenter of the session was Mr. Kulveer Chouhan

who spoke on the role of Dr. Shyama Prasad

Mookherjee in nation building. He noted that

nationalism and nation building is interdependent

on each other.

The last technical session was chaired by

Professor AP Tewary. Professor Ashwini

Mohapatra made his presentation and noted the

significance of evolving a separate discourse in

the process of nation building. The last speaker

of the session was Mr. Rajendra Varma whose

topic of was “Indian Cultural Nationalism, Multi-

Culturalism and its philosophical implications.

The Valedictory session was chaired by

Professor RK Mishra and the valedictory address

was delivered by Dr. Krishna Gopal. The

valedictory address was exhaustive and included

a mention on every topics on which the

presentations were made on both the days of the

seminar. Dr Krishna Gopal spoke on the

significance and relevance of Cultural Nationalism

in the contemporary times of political turbulence

and ethical bankruptcy. The valedictory address

provided the impetus to the ideas that were

discussed and brainstormed during the two days

of the national seminar and thus the National

Seminar on Cultural Nationalism in Lucknow

concluded.

(Detailed presentations made by the participants

are available to our readers from India Foundation

on request.)
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Self - Deception

Arun Shourie’s new book comes close on the

heels of the recent diplomatic flurry

following rising border tensions between

India and China. Using the narrative of Indian

diplomacy from 1950 until the 1962 war, Shourie

makes a strong, well-researched argument against

India’s accommodative posture towards China.

Through a meticulous record of Pandit

Nehru’s letters, speeches and interviews, Shourie

reconstructs Indian attitudes towards China from

1950-1962 and highlights three big errors that

India made in its dealings with China. The first

was the leadership’s failure to see plainly China’s

stratagems and ambitions and instead be led by

China’s rhetoric or India’s idealism. The second

was the leadership’s tendency to deny or discredit

information that painted a realpolitik view of the

Chinese. The third was the leadership’s tendency

to underplay events that did happen, sometimes

to the extreme of concealing facts, to try and

project matters as less serious than they seemed.

Shourie highlights that deception is the

mainstay of Chinese strategic culture. Through the

reversals faced by Nehru, he illustrates that the

Chinese systematically violate all agreements,

whether verbal or written, and it would be naïve

to believe that greater understanding and

negotiation would change this tendency. Striking

examples are when Chou En-Lai denied agreement

on the border, even after verbally assuring Nehru

India’s China Policies:
Origins, Premises, Lessons

SELF DECEPTION
India’s China Policies
Origin, Premises, Lessons

Author- Arun Shourie

Publisher- Harper Collins

Price - Rs 599

BOOK REVIEW

three times in 1956 that the Chinese accepted the

McMahon line, and an analysis of how China has

violated every term of the 2005 agreement on

Guiding Principles and Political Parameters.

 Shourie argues that these three errors did not

end in 1962, but continue till the present day: while

border incursions have increased and become more

serious, Indian leaders continue to underplay

events, ignore facts, and lull themselves into

believing that deeper economic integration will

change Chinese calculations on the border issue,

while China strengthens its military position in

plain sight.

Shourie vindicates China by saying that none
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of the reversals India has faced are China’s fault.

China is merely pursuing its national interest. He

states that China has developed ‘Comprehensive

National Strength’ by sustained military and

economic development which it translates into

global influence. He puts forth a pattern to China’s

territorial ambitions – to claim repeatedly, to evade

a negotiated settlement until the dispute can

get settled by the military, then grab and hold

territory, and finally let India passively accept the

status quo over time.

All these factors tie together into Shourie’s

main argument, that India is gaining nothing, but

instead, jeopardizing her core national interests

by being unreasonably accommodating towards

China. He argues that such accommodation has

not been effective in changing Chinese attitudes

towards India. While India likes to believe in her

strategic autonomy, the Chinese see India as

readily being a puppet state, first under the Soviet

Union and now in the United States’ attempts to

contain China. The promising trade relations, he

says, are so imbalanced, they follow the exact

pattern of imperialist trade from a century ago –

India supplies raw material and China dumps three

times the amount of manufactured goods. How

will this develop Indian industry and

manufacturing in the long run?

He says that all China needs to do is raise a

fuss and India will bend over backwards to

accommodate. He cites an incident with the Asian

Development Bank, where due to Chinese protest,

India not only cancelled a hard-won technical

project, but also agreed to change the terms of all

future loans from the Asian Development Bank

to suit China. He also illustrates how the chasm

between Indian and Chinese capabilities is not just

striking, but ever-widening on all fronts, whether

military, economic or social. In spite of the

challenge, Shourie laments that India lacks the

urgency, the political will and competence and the

level of public debate needed to successfully close

the gap. He says an opportunity has arisen, that

China’s aggression has created a backlash

worldwide that India could use to create a network

of allies around different interests. However, he

questions whether India is clear on her national

interests and whether stakeholders, primarily the

Indian defense establishment, have the seriousness

to make the effort of building partnerships.

The current diplomatic developments, post the

April 2013 Daulat Beg Oldi incursion,

demonstrate the same three tendencies and

strengthen Shourie’s argument. India’s readiness

to abolish her own bunkers, sending three

successive high-level trips to Beijing, and agreeing

to a Chinese-drafted Border Defence Cooperation

Agreement that grants no substantial gains, when

all the while it was the Chinese who encroached

into the Indian side of the border, all create a

queasy sense of deja-vu. It might be time to revisit

these unlearned lessons.

Courtesy : http://www.tehelka.com/deception-is-the-

mainstay-of-chinese-strategic-culture/










